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Wind-Driven Sea Level Change of a Shallow Sea 
Over a Continental Shelf 

by 

Koji Hidaka 

ABSTRACT 

A theory of wind-driven surface slope and level change in a shallow 
sea close to the coast is given taking into account the earth's rotation 
and both vertical and horizontel mixing, A wind zone of finite width 
extending from the coast is assumed and the surface slopes in a steady 
state are computed at several distances from the coast. If these are 
pieced together, we can give the surface water level change as a function 
of the distance from the coast. This research represents a portion of a 
voluminous work which the author is carrying out concerning the three= 
dimensional steady motion of water and the surface-contours as generated ~- 
by a steady wind. 

I, Introduction. 

The concept of horizontal mixing introduced by C.=<G. Rossby (1936) 

and subsequently developed by R. B. Montgomery and H. U. Sverdrup hag 

presented several important changes and advantages in the dsteal explan= 

Peicn of various meteorological and oceanographical phenomena which had 

hitherto been very hard to explain. Montgomery mentioned various evie 

dences which showed that some oceanographical phenomena cannot be explained 

without taking this concept into account. We can mention the successful 

1 Contribution from the Department of Oceanography of the Agricultural 
and Mechanical College of Texas, Oceanographic Serics No. 000 3 based in 
part on investigations conducted through the Tems A. & M. Research Founda 

‘tion, under the sponsorship of the U. S. Navy Office of Naval Research, Con= 
tract, Nfonr-48702. 
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explanation of the westward intensification of the Gulf Stream and the 

Kuroshio by this idea demonstrated several years ago by Henry Stonnel 

(1948), Walter H. Munk (1950) and Koji Hidaka (1951). A theory of upwell~ 

ing recently worked out by Hidaka (1953) 48 also based on this consider~ 

ation. The present discussion also consists of an application of this 

concept and treats the surface form of the sea off a straight coast 

developed by the effect of steady winds blowing in a certain direction 

in a finite band within a certain distance from the coast. 

The theory of aarinees of water on the coast by the action of the 

wind was first treated by V. W. Ekman. Ilis explanation consisted of the 

fact that very close to the coast the steady flow of water driven by wind 

toward or away from the coast just balances the flow due to the slope 

current produced by the piling-up on or taking-away of water from the 

coast. This seems to have been successful in predicting the slope and 

of the water surface approximately. But since his theory assumes that the 

velocity and surface slope are uniform in horizontal directions the diffi-e 

culty is that of how far from the coast the predicted slope is. Present 

research shows that the slope and level change of the water surface occurs 

mostly belcw the wind zone only. Further, Ekman's theory is Gani to sey 

how the height of the sea surface varies as we are removed away from the 

coast. This is mathematically impossible because only the vertical 

momentum transfer is taken into account and the velocity components and 

slcpe of water surface are functions of vertical coordinates x alons. 

In order to discuss the horizontal variation of these quantities, however, 

4% is necessary to consider horizental mixing. 

The following theory is nothing but a modification of Honan's theory 

of wind-driven currents made by introducing the effect of horizontal eddy 

cadeo 
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viscosity. Still the result has some advantages over the classical theory 

in explaining various fentures encountered in the actual sea, especially 

in enabling us to Imow the horizontal variation of the velocity components 

and surface slope. If the complete mmerical computation could be worked 

out, this problem would give a complete structure of water motion produced 

by the stress of the winds in both decp and shallow seas. However, this 

would require a great amount of tedious calewlation so the complete dis= 

eussion is left for the future and only the digeriuation of the surface 

slope and the change of level in an offshore direction will be treated in 

this paper. It gives the steady surface seve developed by wind in a sea 

of finite depth and will be especially applicable to the problem of wind~ 

produced piling=-up or lowering of water in continental shelves such as 

found in the Gulf of Mexico or the North Siberian Shelf. 

II. Theory 

Consider a straight coast coincident with the axis of y, with the . 

x-axis perpendicular to it in the offshore direction. (Figure 1) Suppose 

a wind of constant. force and direction is bl. wing steadily in ae belt of 

limited width L at a certain angie with the coast. Take the | ieee | 

vertically downward. 

If a constant wind blews for a sufficiently long time, a steady state 

will be attained in which the motion of water is independent of time. We 

assune that the wind stress cannot vary in the y-direction, but may be a 

function of Z . This means that the wind can vary in an offshore direction 

only. In such a steady state all the vertical and horizontal components of 

the currents can be detcrmined as functions of x and g only. Of course, the 

ate 
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surface of the sea will not be a plane, but have a slope in the offshore 

direction, the amount of slope warying as a function of the distance zx from 

the coast. In such a case ‘the hydrodynamical equations of motion are, after 

several reasonable simplifications, 

An ou Ar dU Aug Lt =o0 
pie Pe cea a) 

where y and y are the horizontal components of the current velocity in the 

xe and y= ‘irections, C the surface elevation depending on x only, | 

the density, Ay and | An the coefficients of wertical and horizontal mixing 

(eddy viscosity) of sea water, C.) the angular velccity of the earth and 

ih the geographic Intitude. In addition to these, we have the equation 

of continuity in the form 

Be OW. = 
Gh 22 

(2) 

av | 
since a7 =O . Here Ur is the vertical component of currents. 

Let the components of wind stress be given by Cn and c « Because 

the sone of wind is of finite width within a distance J) from the coast, 

the conditions to be satisfied on the surface of the sea are therefore 

au Tv Zin < a ga =, v2 /, awe foy 
= =6 eo 

5 =O), # ry We a OF iS 

ov" we ay & VA -AS/ =% fer O87 
OA 7a 

oD Ce ee (3) 
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where (eB and Cs may be either ‘constants or functions of X only. On 

the bottom Z= A we mst have 

ie = =O “4 u=Y=a hs 

beeause of the vertical friction. Along the coast which for the sake of 

simplicity may be supposed to be vertical 

} ) (5) 

because of horizontal friction. In the region very far from either coast 

or the wind region, we have 

A=oe ® Uh = Va A) 

let us define D and 1X ty 

, Ly = m/ Ar/Peose 3 ae me] frag : 

(7) 

D: 4s the "depth of frictional influence" defined by Ekman (1905) in his 

theory of wind-driven ocean currents, and D is a quantity having a die 

mension of length and may be called "frictional distance". This is a 

measure of the horizontal turbulence. 

If we put 

(8) 
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the equations in (1) now become 

aay: pel ema ee sr ue AG Bs 

7 Ez aie GS Stn EOIN she 

2 ae ih 
wY , pee _ wy =o } 

ore d . (9) 

In order to solve these equations (9), suppose with Takegani (1934) 

1 = 3 [Ug Bed E4A , 

| (20) 
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if Cy and Ty are independent of Z . Substituting (10), (12), and (12) 

into (9) and writing 

U4 +vv,= WW, 
(15) 

the two equations (9) can be combined into 

pee ee ee we yl =v 

(16) 

and the conditions to te satisfied along the boundaries now become 

Z 
We a /- coy (A /0,) “A Gh SG 46%) 

(17) 

and 

(2) 
W ae 

(18) 

The solution of equation (16) subject to conditions (17) and (18) is , 

Pe ora) 6 read ata 
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If we separate the real part | of VA N62 ae from (he imaginary 

part Al » we have 

eae — ee 
NO OR ee ee my | 

iP. [Axe g = |vAtert * 
0 en mee 

ree 
A“ 2 2) & Sent danke rn aed sae 

(20) 

wes the real part of vier ee eM Ae is always pres iter ‘jnan 7T . 

Tit. Reintion between the Wind Stress and the Slope | | of | bs Weter Surface. 

Now Jt may be shown that we can establish a definite relation between 

the wind siress and the slope of the water surface. In 4 steady state we 

have no vertical motion of water on the surface of the sta. So we have 

vin ates Up = a 

since the vert cal velocity always vanishes on the bottem. Integrating 

aw equation of contimity (2) with respeet to ie fror the surface down 

to the bottom, we heve 

Thig means that the ‘ntegral ud y is independent »f 7% , or there- 

fs) he 
fore a constant. Buy as this integral must vanich along the coast or for 

Y¥= ODO 9» we must have 
Fa 

ai 

aes 
(21) 
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always, Integrating (19) with respect to i fiom 2 to £ p and 

following expression for ee A ) 

yo)= =; & je = */04.) £ x 

ae cosh (PY Jeas(q: Ve) 4 2PR cal Yes Jn oe 
SP Y/a,) po07(@ Sa TRE uh 

equating the real part of the resulting equation to zero, we have the | 

: 

et PS SPA DSL (php, i (7p) +3 Pat 
T ee Ms ca Pee i, 

+ 85h d Dek | 
pa Auhl PI Min oc) 3a . cork (P (P. 2h) oy ‘ 

am pit Psa Ph (P 79, \0ok ( (Bip, area la ea ne | 
oT Dy | (FART ae (Te) Fen a Yo yap. Ad | 

(22) ie 
If we substitute this expression in (12) or 

We 

: fad ar Tian \E AA, 
(23) 

we have the surface slope as induced by the wind stress whose components 

are Tr and 1G respectively. 

Ones the expression for 4 A ) is determined, we can obtain 7/ : 

and VU ‘ty substituting y ( ‘\) in (19). Further substitutions of (4, and 4 

in expressions (10) and (12) will give the horizontal components of velocity. 

The vertical velocity can be er fron 

et x oe (24) 
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an equation derived by integrating the equation of continuity (2) from 

7 the surface down to a depth a6 

The preceding vnalysis covers ‘tthe principal part of the theory of 

upwelling discussed by the author recently as a special case when the 

depth of the ses is very large, In that case we had Y¥ (\) > Z 80 

only the secozd term in the right-hand member of (19) wes considered. A 

complete nursrical computation involving three components of velocity and 

the surfaces slope wild be achieved oniy acter a tedious work of very long 

period. We shall give in this report only the computations as to how the 

slope «f the sea surface varies as we go away from the coast. The author 

pents to express his desire tio extend the computations to all three com= 

ponents of the motion of water in the future because this promises a great 

number cf practical applications, The comparison of computed motion to 

that, actually observed wiil enable us to estimate the approximate intensity 

of botn vertical and horizontal turbulence in the sea, thus making it 

possible to predict the wind currents in the sea more eccurately. 

IV. Gomputation of Sey Surface Slope and Horizontal, Veriation of Sea Level. 
It is a question of practical calculations to cerry the analysis to 

numerical resvits, A rather elaborate computation has been carried out by 

the author durixg the summer of 1953 when he stayed in the Department of 

Ocean-craphy, Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas. 

The greater part of the work consisted of mmerical evaluation of the 

function OX as given by (22). Because the components of wind stress are 

given in advances we have only to evaluate the two functions EG. N) and 

LG, A) given by (26) and (27). They have been computed for 

& = 1/16, 1/8, 4, 1/2, 1, 2 and 4 
yee 

“10s 
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Teble I 

Offshore Slope of the Sea Surface > te ST isiicod 
By a Wind Perpendicular to the Coast (7x ), computed 

at heehee es eB pA >, from 7 Coast 
(units 7 /ps+ ri = 

Yp,= Wie 1/8 7) 1/2 1 
M 
O 0 0 O ry) 0 
Ol 1.5072 3.4883 1.4012 41.3274 41.6308 
0.2 1.5226 1.2915 1.4720 +1.3203 40.9259 
03 ile 5239 1.4984 1.4791 +1.3076 40.6871 

0.4 1.4999 24970 1.4467  +1.3270 +1.,2606 

005 0.7503 40.7413 40.7425 40.6651 40.3380 
0.6 00045 +0..0091 40,0362 <0,0511 0.8992 
0.7 =0,0069 40,0088 40.0064 0.0324 =0 04360 
0.8 0.0096 0065 -0,0002 0027 40,0025 
0.9 +0..0036 40,0002 -0.0001 20163 20.3723 

1.0 -0,0040 40,0054 40.0005 0.0318  -0.2729 
ibsal 0.0007 = ,00L4 40,0007 +70.0354 402424 
1.2 =0,0026 ~0 0049 -0,0022 40.0088 40,0812 
1.3 40.0007 0026 0.0004 20217 -0.1910 
1.4 __ +0.0000 0042 40.0000 0.9077 40,0483 

755 40.0076 40,0003 40.0022 40,0157 40,1036 °o oo00g00 0000 
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Table II 
NE * 

Offshore Slope of the Sea Surface, A induesd 
by a Wind Parallel to the Coast ( Ti), Computed 
at Different Distances X/Dp, from the coast. 

(units T/foA, L= £0, 

as) SRVALS 1/8 V4 1/2 oe a Longshore 
Wind Stress 

0 a) 0 0 0 Ty 
OsO0442 —«-—«s@ 13947 1.2577 ~0.2173 =1 8402 Ty 
0.0477 0.1745 1.5085 +1.1535 +1.9789 Ty 
0.0482 0.1813 1.5815 +1.,6083 +3.2510 Ty 
0.0460 0.1622 1.4528 40.6742 +0. 3257 TC 

0.0241 0.0958 0.8432 +0.9606 1.8433 1/2 % 
O o C021 0 D>) 0292 2 0 Rc} 2663 at 0698 ho 7393 0 

0.0004 - 9.0089 0.1163 0.7947 2.2709 0 
00002 0.0012 0.0179 0.0527 0.0622 O° 
0.0001 0.0013 0.0512 0.5501 1.7700 0 

=0,.0001 0.0004 . 0.0335 0.3901 1.2799 9) 
0.0000 = ,0007 =O ,0326 0.3542 1.1416 (0) 

=) 0002 =) 0012 of) .0104 0.1182 0.3825 9) 
0.0000 40.0005 40.0248 40.2778 40.9025 0 
6.0000 =0,,0002 =0.0067 =Os071, 0.2291 9) 

0.0002 af) 0008 =<),0130 20,1493 A) 4765 0 





and for a mumber of necessary values of ¢ 

V. Discussion of the Earth's Rotation ag a Factor Influencing the Slope. 

Expression (23) can Ne written 

s 6) 
ae % fe Sn acme ne 
an” Pgh or fe ND, a) 
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7a ee being real ard imginary parts of V/A + Dry 4 vespectively. 

Thus Rie. » ) and LG. r) depend upon ah and >) only, while 
S Dy 

ey Ty, As 4 fund he are of course given quantities. 

Next we have 

\ [ A 

I end (A/D ) 
ae A ig ip 

7A 

Racha 7D, iia) teeter ee. =e a SEMEMER LE URURCRST ORE MATICCUREC Aas eT eNO A ESI ETN Se ev mene 

‘eNO Vo 
rey < 

t=/23 A a) 

j= 71D ,p 

Oa, (eg ae (37) 
Figures 2 and 3 give the grapls of the functions ie (es {Pan oA) and 

where 

{| we) (x- LY, , pr= Ok TAD 

is (s., nN ) respectively. These two functions have been estimated for 

values of 

=D) = V6, 1/8, 4, 1/2, 1, 25 and 4 

and some values of A necessary for furthering the computations. Only the 

curves for K/, p= = 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, and.1 are given in these figures. 

From these diagrams we recognize that the value of the function 

o13= 





Table TIT 

Sea Level Difference between the Coast and a 
Point Distant °~ from the Coast, induced by an 
Offshore Wind Stress {_. (Unite To Vs /ag/, 

j ‘~ yy J w 

i 
ae 

Ys Ve V2 

0 0 0 
0.074 0.071 0.066 0,082 
90223 Q.215 0,199 0.209 
0.373 0.362 0,338 0,290 

90523 0.509 0,462 0.387 

0,635 0.618 0.512 0.467 
0.672 0,657 0.592 0.439 
0.673 0,659 0.588 0.373 
0.673 0.659 0, 587 0.351 
0.673 0.659 0.586 0.332 

0.673 0.659 0.583 0.300 
0.673 0.659 0+ 584 0.299 

0.673 0.659 0. 0.315 
0.673 0.659 0,562 0.309 
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Table IV 

Sea Level Difference between tre Coast and a 
Point Distant X% from the Coast, induced by a 
Longshore Wind Stress ck (Unite GY els he 

1/8 Vike % 0, wae i 

oO 0 fy) 0 
0,007 0.063 0.012 ~0,092 
0.022 0.201 “40.036 085 
O,020° °°  -OedSer i OE a7y 40.176 
@5057, 06507 +0..288 40,358 

Dolonaw |) 0se22 40.370 40.470 
< 0.076 ue 0.678 +0501 40.799 

0.078 a 0.697 40. 625 +1.150 

0.079 0,703 40.667 — 1.266 
O.079%, + 10-767 40. 697 < 1.358 

0-079 7) OnTLE O.%hh 1.510 
0,079 0.711 0 0.746 Lol? 

0:079 10.709 0.722 1.441 
6,079 0.710 * 0.730 1.462 

0.079 0.711 0.741 1.496 

1.461 0.079 - 0.710 0.730 
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related to is or the offshore component of wind stress does not show any 

marked variation for either7y, or )\ except that its value suddenly falle 

to zero at d =O for larger values of /p) )-» while the function lL E a } d) 

related to Cy or the longshore component of wind stress has a very large 

variation, For a smaller value of ”/, Di, this function varies slightly 

and smoothly. When n/ D increases, however, its value at y, =O increases 

very rapidly. This function thus has always a peak at =O ait 

height of this peak increases proportionally to the square of A/p, when 

£. is small and is directly proportional to 2, wren it is large. At 

any rate this shows a rapid increase of the function Ts ie Dy! d) around 

A =() when hy Dy increases from a small value to a larger value. 

Now since the function of the type 

Binhe rf 

always has a largest value (=p) at y =O and falls rapidiy as 

increases, it can be anticipated that the contributions of the functions 

K(M%,, r) and / (Yo. P 2 the integrals 

and 
bo 

fz (p,, \) i aA 

will be largest at r =6 . This fact clearly shows that the value of 

~l4= 
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the integral 

bo ye 

/— coo (NY; [BE Oa a 
does not ea with h/ D, while the integral 

fh, yee eee Py Na d 
increased greatly as Af; Pe inereases, In other words, the influence 

of the earth's rotation ls more conspicuous in produeing the slope of water 

surface wivn it is induced by 1 wind parallel to the coast then by a wind 

perpendi:ilar to the coast. 

VI. Grnpute Bion of the Sea : Svrface Slope. 

Now Bet satin (25) becones 

Dy | 

hd Ay (38) 
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(39) 
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It is quite easy to compute these integrals if the functions 

Sf oy / 

(41) 

V(E x)= -/uté hed FA] 

(42) 

are computed and compiled. Tables ¥ and VI give parts of such compilations. 

For example, when we want to compute the integral (39) for oF, D, = 0:3 

eesuning T= Dike > we have simply by (36) and (37) to make a 

X (510-3) as XG, 103-0.) -2x(4 oaros) 

2% (03) 4+K(O:2)— K(0.8) 
a 

for a given value of R/ Dp » because X%, io) is an even function 

of XY . The same applies for tts function ¥ ce JD, ee) represented by 

the sums of integrals of the form (42). Tables Vand “on will enable us to 

ae conputations for other values of the ratio b/ dD, ° 

By this process, we can compute very easily the slope of water surface 

induced by both offshore and longshore vind stress components. 

‘The following computation was made vhen the width J of the wind zone 

is half as large as the frictional distance [ . So we have L/p, =0.0 

~L6= 
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1/8 

0 
1.4856 
1.4948 
1.4972 
1.5043 

1.4937 
104989 
1.5039 
1.4926 
1.5001 

1. 5025 
1.4940 

i 1.4955 + 

1, 5009 
1.4955 

1.5006 
1.4980 
1.4969 
1.5000 
1.4993 

1.4980 

‘S, 1X ve for. cence ia Sea Surface 
tees for Uniform Wind Stress 

0.2838 
0.0953 
0.1933 

| 0.0228 
: -—) 

0.1104 i oe 

0.0775 * 
0.0328 

. bles 

40.0234 +) 

2 40.0422 s¥ 
- =0 0460 7 

=0..0034 
40.0372 : 
0249 

i o.095 45 
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Table VI 

Function Y (8) eor Computing the Sea Surface 
Slope for Uniform Wind Stress 

us = 116 1/8 Ws V2 

0 0 0 0 
0.0442 0.1363 1.3230 0.4856 
0.0475 0.1762 1.5620 1.6098 
0.0484 0.1893 1.6717 2.1035 
0.0481 0.1904 1.6760 1.8909 

0.0482 0.1923 1.7339 2.4812 
0.0482 0.1936 1.8064 3.2966 
0.0481 0.1928 1.7787 3.0161 
0.0482 0.1922 1.7425 2,6002 
0.0482 0.1928 ay ave 2.9189 

0.0482 0.1930 1.7817 3.0411 
0.0482 0.1925 1.7573 2.7681 
0.0482 0.1916 1.7628 2.8330 
0.0482 0.1929 1.7774 2.9915 
0.0482 0.1926 1.7644 2.8469 

0.0482 0.2928 1.7624 2.8209 
0.0482 0.1928 1.7735 2.9479 
0.0482 0.1927 4.7677 2.8861 
0.0482 0.1926 1.7628 2.8273 
0.0482 0.1928 1.7709 2.9177 

0.0482 0.1942 1.7691 2.8993 
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and B slope of the water surface was Greet ae devant] distances from ri 

- the coast. Both the surface slopes induced by the offshore and longshore - 

"vind stress components are given in Tables I and II. 

From these results it can be concluded that the slope of the water 

face is chiefly found in the wind zone and it is mostly very small 

side the latter. However, the Tannen of increase of the slope of the 

eer surface with tee ratio ke / Pp is much different between the 

offshore and longshore winise In case of the offshore wind (x the i 

8] pe indueed by it dees not wary much “with the ratio A ie ope > Their 

es within the wind zone lie mostly between | | 

- 

to Ga At iad = 1, the slope varies rather wee g This 

be dangerous to believe this result to be very accurate. At any rate 

=o ee 

4 From this result it can be concluded that the slope of the sea surface 

3 ead by wind stresses is proportional to the wind stress Tz _ and G 

recly to the depth b of the sea provided the ratio By Die asia 

are nearly independent of the smal tele ie or the a turbulence. 

a]J= 
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If we take Vt =1, t = 50 meters, then we shall have 

a QbK/d A 3.0K/0 a7 

This is a slope about 3 em per 100 km, or about 2 inches per 100 nautical 

miles. The stress Tie = 1 corresponds to a wind of speed about 6 or 7 m/sec. 

’ When h = 100 m the slopes is half as large. 

The fact that the slope is very smal] when b/Dy is small, means that 

the influence of the sarth’s rotation is lergely pressed down by the bottom 

friction. As the depth of the water approaches Dy gradually, the earth's 

rotation becomes a more and more important factor. 

Although these results are all purely theoretical ones, there ia no 

réason a they are of no practical application. Comparison with great 

mmbers of observations will give som idea about the magnitudes of both 

horizontal and vertical mixing eefficients. 

VII. Changs of Sea Level in an Offshore Direction. 

Determination of the slope of the sea surface enables us to know how 

the surface of the sea rises or falls as we are removed from the coast. 

Because the water surfaces is assumed to neither rise nor fall in e direction 

parallel to the coast, we have only to check the chatige of sea level in an 

offshore direction. 

An approximate formula to compute a curve y = F{x) from the values of 

uy pesos at two points separated by AX is 

qa +2 f(A) 1B), a2 
4i-] 

where (24) ws (Ft £) are the values of y at 7 and X) 
Kae -/ Sh 

=lB= 
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separated by 4X eo Assuming we have a water height ig on the coast, 

we have for the change of level produced by an offshore stress 

C= 6, acer 

Z - f+ BE IS, (ea) Hie Gomf, } 

_ 
— 

and so on. The same epplies to the slope induced by longshore stress Cy 6 

. ‘By this process it will be possible for us to derive the sea surface profiles 

produced by both offshore and longshore wind stresses. Actual sea level 

consists of the sum of these two. Tables v and VI give the results for both 

of these stress components ee tively. These are also illustrated by 

Figures 4 and 5. | 

Looking at Tables III and IV and the two diagrams (Figures 4 and 5) we 

at once notice that there is practically no change in sea level outside the . 

wind zone within a width je from the coast. . 

; For a longshore wind blowing in such a manner that for an observer _ 

ioekiue in the direction of the wind with the sea on his right hand side, 

the sea level rises nearly linearly age wé are removed away from the coast 

until we arrive at the end of the wind zone. This tendency is common to the 

cases h/D, = 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 but some irregularities occur when rd, =1/2. 

Tt win be hard to know if those irregularities really exist or if they are 

actually due to some incompleteness of the procedure of numerical integration. 

Perhaps the latter explanation holds batters In any event, the general 

tendency is that the sea surface outside the wind zone suffers no appreciable 

-lewel change. Now since the sea is supposed to extend infinitely, the change 

of the sea level in a finite area will not affect the level in an infinitely 

=19= 
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FIG. 4 

0.5D, SD. I.5D, 

SEA LEVEL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE COAST AND A POINT A 

DISTANCE x FROM THE COAST PRODUCED BY THE OFFSHORE 

COMPONENT T, OF THE WIND STRESS COMPUTED FOR SEVERAL 

DIFFERENT VALUES OF a 
Vv 
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FIG. 5 SEA LEVEL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE COAST AND A POINT A 
DISTANCE x FROM THE COAST PRODUCED BY THE LONGSHORE 
COMPONENT T, OF THE WIND STRESS COMPUTED FOR SEVERAL 
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wide area outside the wind zone, This means that when the wind blows in the 

above manner, we can expect a depression of sea level beneath the wind-swept 

. area deepening linearly toward the coast. The maximum level fall occurs 

of course along the beach. If the wind blows in the opposite direction, there 

will occur an elevation of the sen surface toward the coast. The magnitude 

of these depressions and elevations of course depends upon the ratio h/D, and 

‘LO __, the wiath of the wind zone. 

For an offshore wind blowing in such a manner that the observer looking 

towards the sea has the wind on his back, the same sort of depression takes 

place, of course, the manner of its dependence upon b/D, differing from the 

ease of longshore oak If the wind blows from the sea to land there will 

occur an elevation beneath the area swept by the wind. 

These details are illustrated by the diagrams in Figure 6. 
. 

‘VIII. Relation Between the Wind Direction and the Sea Level Change. 

The diagrams in Figure 6 give us an approximate idea of the relation= 

ship between the direction of the wind stress and the sea level change in 

a steady state. The sea level rises approximately linearly as we ace removed 

ay from the coast. No slope of the sea surface is seen outside the wind 

zone, The sea level responds to the offshore and longshore wind in different 

ways. For example, in the area of° California, a north wind lowers the sea 

Level below the wind zone and a south wind raises it. On the other hand an 

east wind raises the level and a west wind lowers it. Thus is can be con- 

eluted that for some direction of wind and for some ratio bh/Dy there will 

occur neither rise nor fall of the sea level however strong the wind my Bie. 

Such directions will be found in the sectors between north and west and Bonkh 

and east. 

On the contrary there will be a wind direction which fives a maximum 

rise or fall of the sea level. This direction mst of course depend upon 

=20= 
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the ratio h/D,, that is to say, on the square root of the mixing coefficient, 

providing the depth to the bottom is given, Off Texas and Louisiana eoasta, 

the wind from east to southeast and from opposite directions will not be 

effective in raising or lowering the sea level on the continental shelf, On 

the contrary north or south winds are expected to produce strong falls or 

rises in the sea level on the shelf. | 

Summary. The theory of the wind-driven currents in a shallow sea is considered 

taking into account the effect of horizontal momentum transfer. Other assump- 

tions and conditions are nearly similar to Ekman’s work except that we assume 

an infinite straight vertical barricr for the coast. The complete solution 

involving the expressions for the three components of velocity and the varia- 

tion of the surface slope at different distances front the coast appears to 

take a very long time and require tedious computations. For this resson only 

the result for the slopes of the sea surface is given in this paper. The 

following conclusions have been drawn. 

(1) Due to the stress of wind there occurs a rise or fall of the sea 

surface, When the wind blows within a finite sone from the coast, this sur= 

face slope occurs only in this zone and no slope is seen outside it. 

(2) When the wind is wmiforn, bin Weir eee oa tidacehe int ene ieee 

or falls linearly toward the coast. 

(3) For a certain wind direction and for certain eee of the ratio 

k / D rn? no rise or fall of the sea level will occur. On the contrary, there 

will be directions of winds for which we have a maximum rise or fall of the 

sea level, These features will depend upon the direction of wind, depth to the 

bottom latitude and the vertical mixing coefficient. 

(4) Complete numerical solution of this problem for the three dimensional 

water movement is intended by the author for a future opportunity. 
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